
           
You’ve booked your holiday…  

now add the fun stuff!  

           BERLIN 

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY! 

Berlin Hop-on/Hop-off Double Decker Bus Tour  
There’s no better way to explore Berlin and its best sights! With 2 

routes and 25 hop-on hop-off stops, tourists can discover Berlin’s 

greatest attractions at their own pace and leisure.  

Adult £22 

Child £11 

Storyline of Berlin - Small Group Tour  

Get set to be taken on stroll through the city’s colourful history and 

unique modern culture beginning in the very heart of Berlin's new 

government quarter.  

Adult £47 

Child £25 

Food and Art in Funky Kreuzberg - Small Group Tour  
Berlin is Germany's epicentre of trendsetting, and this tour marries 

art with food. There's no better place for a union like this than the 

creative enclave of Kreuzberg.  

Adult £56 

Child £28 

 
Berlin TV Tower - Fast View Observation Deck  
Do you want to experience Berlin 360° from a height of 203 metres? 

As well as taking in the stunning views, you can skip the queues and 

get priority access to the Berlin TV Tower's panoramic floors.  

Adult £21 

Child £13 

The Berlin Pass  
Valid for a full 3 days, the Berlin Pass gives you complete access to 

more than 50 of the city’s top attractions and is ideal for first-time 

and repeat visitors to the German capital.  

2 Course Lunch at Berlin TV Tower  
Skip the long queues and enjoy a 2 Course Lunch at Berlin TV Tower 

at 'Sphere', the incredible rotating restaurant at the top. A unique 

sightseeing experience 207 meters above the ground.  

VIP Dinner Berlin TV Tower  
It is not every day that you have the chance to enjoy a VIP fine     

dining experience at a soaring height of 207 metres, so treat yourself 

with an unforgettable evening at the Berlin TV Tower.  

Adult £84 

Child £63 

 

Adult £28 

Child £5 

General 

£79 

General 

£42 

T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions. 
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